94 who said he lived in Corfu: I had heard of chicken tracks
and of liver mantic and I once came near grasping the
idea of absolute Zero, even though the thermometer has
yet to be made which could register it, but not until I sat
gazing into the field of Irish green in front of Agamem-
non's Inn did I ever get the idea of Zero in the heraldic
sense. There never was a field so fieldishly green as this.
When you spot anything true and dear you are at Zero.
Zero is Greek for pure vision. It means what Lawrence
Durrell says when he writes Ionian. It means, and now
for example, I can tell you more precisely because what
I am trying to describe is happening right before my very
eyes. . . . Two men and a woman are standing in the
field. One man has a tape measure in his hand. He is going
to measure off the plot of land which he has received for
a wedding present. His bride is there to make certain that
not a millimetre of land is miscalculated. They are down
on all fours. They are arguing about a tiny piece in the
southwest corner. Perhaps a twig has diverted the tape
measure the fraction of a millimetre. One can't be too
careful. Never look a gift horse in the mouth! They are
measuring something which heretofore was only a word
to me—land. The dead heroes, the gold cups, the buck-
lers, the jewels, the chased daggers—tjiese items have
nothing to do with the business in hand. What is vital here
is land, just lanct. I roll it over and over on my tongue-^
land, land, land. Why yes, land, that's it—I had almost
forgotten it meant such a simple, eternal thing. One gets
twisted, derouted, spavined and indoctrinated shouting
"Land of the Free" et cetera^Land is something on which
to grow crops, build a home, raise cows: and sheep. Land
is land, what a grand, simple word! Yes, Lawrence Dur-
rell, zero is what you make it: you take a piece of wet*
earth and as you squeeze it between your fingers you get
two men and a woman standing in a field of Irish green

